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2003ABSTRACT
Vector ﬁelds play an important role in many scientiﬁc, engineering and medical
disciplines. Many visualization techniques have been proposed to assist observers
to better comprehend the behavior of the vector ﬁeld. Over the past few decades,
the demand grows even further with the advancement and progress of the discipline
of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), which greatly facilitate the generation of
vector ﬁeld datasets. Among many visualization techniques being proposed, texture-
based methods, such as Spot Noise, Line Integral Convolution(LIC), and Image-Based
Flow Visualization (IBFV), are considered very eﬀective since every pixel in the vi-
sualization is shaded with manipulated textures which express structural information
of the vector ﬁeld. However, due to the inﬂexibility and high computation cost, their
eﬀectiveness is greatly hindered when applied to three-dimensional vector ﬁelds.
This thesis presents a novel interactive texture-based algorithm for visualizing
three-dimensional vector ﬁelds to tackling these problems. The the research goal
is to provide a general volume rendering framework allowing the user to compute
three-dimensional ﬂow textures interactively, and to modify the appearance of the
visualization on the ﬂy. To achieve our goal, the algorithm decouples the visualiza-
tion pipeline into two disjoint stages. In the ﬁrst stage, an intermediate volumetric
representation of the vector ﬁeld, which we will refer to as trace volume, is generated
iiby voxelizing streamlines in a hardware-assisted manner. In the second phase of the
algorithm, the attributes stored in the volume, which we call trace tuples, are mapped
to informative and aesthetic representations of the underlying vector ﬁeld. On PC
platform with the consumer-level programmable graphics hardware, users can change
the input textures and instantaneously visualize the rendering results. In addition,
various depth cues, such as lighting, silhouette, tone shading, can be used to enhance
the spatial perception of the visualization without sacriﬁcing the performance. A
myriad of existing visualization techniques, including geometry- and texture-based,
can also be emulated.
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xiCHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Vector ﬁelds play an important role in many scientiﬁc, engineering, and medical
disciplines. A wide variety of phenomena, such as electromagnetic ﬁelds, ﬂuid ﬂows,
or the diﬀusion process within the living cell, can be described, hence, studied with
the help of vector ﬁelds. Vector ﬁelds generated from large scale numeric simulations
usually exhibit quite complex structures, proper visualization techniques, therefore,
are imperative for the researchers and engineers to perform eﬀective data analysis in
order to comprehend the behavior accordingly. Over the past two decades, many visu-
alization techniques have been proposed, which can be classiﬁed into geometry-based
and texture-based visualization techniques. Geometry techniques, such as stream-
lines, stream surfaces, and ﬂow volumes, render geometric primitives to convey the
characteristics of the vector ﬁeld. When applied to 2D vector ﬁelds or the ﬂow
across a surface in 3D, texture-based techniques, including Spot Noise[48], LIC[7],
and IBFV[49] shade every pixel in the visualization with synthetic textures which
reveal the structural information of the vector ﬁeld. When applied to three dimen-
sional vector ﬁelds, texture-based techniques produce solid 3D color textures, which
can then be visualized by volume rendering algorithms.
1In 2D, both geometry- and texture-based techniques can generate satisfactory vi-
sualization results depending on the observer’s requirements and the nature of the un-
derlying vector dataset. When applied in 3D, however, the eﬀectiveness is signiﬁcantly
limited due to the loss of information when the three-dimensional data is projected
onto a two-dimensional image plane. One can, however, lessen the constraint by using
techniques which provide additional visual cues. For example, lighting, animation,
silhouettes etc. all can provide valuable information about the three-dimensional
structure of the dataset. Controlling visualizations with diﬀerent appearances of dis-
similar patterns, shapes, colors and opacities also helps in understanding the anatomy
of the vector ﬁeld. These enhancements can be more useful if the user can freely ro-
tate, zoom in/out, and change the appearance of the visualization at interactive frame
rates. In a sum, the eﬀectiveness of a visualization algorithm is signiﬁcantly aﬀected
by its computation and rendering costs.
Many traditional geometry-based visualization techniques, such as streamlines,
streaklines, pathlines and timelines use 1D line strips to depict the ﬂow structure.
They are essentially mimicking the experimental techniques commonly used in many
engineering disciplines. Theses techniques are also known as local techniques since
the physical quantities, such as direction or velocity magnitude, at a certain point
in the vector ﬁeld are represented by the shape, color, pattern, or movement of geo-
metric primitives. Since a single line strip can only represent the 1D structure of the
vector ﬁeld passing through a particular seed point, multiple lines must be generated
so that the observer can perceive the global structure clearly. Because the size of the
underlying dataset is often large, it typically requires a large amount of line stripes so
2that the observer can clearly see the global structure of the ﬂow ﬁeld. Unfortunately,
a vast amount of geometric primitives can easily clutter the image and thus suﬀer
from the occlusion problem, which severely hinders the eﬀectiveness the visualization.
One can use geometric primitives of higher dimensions, such as surfaces (stream
surface [25]) and volumes (ﬂow volume, [34]), to decrease the number of primitives
necessary to reveal the global structure of the vector ﬁeld. Since most modern graph-
ics systems use only triangles as the rendering primitives except points and lines, the
geometric primitives generated from these algorithms need to be decomposed prop-
erly. For example, the stream surface is generated in the form of a triangle mesh. The
ﬂow volume is constructed as a tetrahedral mesh where every tetrahedron is projected
on to the image plane and decomposed into triangles in the rendering stage.
Geometric primitives can be rendered eﬃciently on the modern graphics hard-
ware. Nowadays the geometry rates of the graphics cards on the PC platform can
reach over 1 million vertices per second [4]. With texture mapping, the appearance
of the geometries can be altered in real time. If the region of interest is occluded,
the user can cull out unwanted geometric primitives or portions of them interactively
with clipping planes. If the alpha buﬀer is supported, the problem of occlusion can
be further alleviated by the use of transparency. However, all triangles in the entire
visualization must be sorted and rendered in the back-to-front order at every frame
to ensure a correct color blending. This means a large amount of geometry primitives
are drawn upon each other. For the current Z-buﬀer based graphics hardware, this
can easily saturate the ﬁll-rate of the architecture before the theoretical geometry
3rate is reached. It is also diﬃcult, if not impossible, for geometry-based techniques to
generate volumetric visualizations, which are often desirable since the dataset being
visualized usually represents 3D ﬂuid ﬂows.
In 2D, the texture-based techniques are very eﬀective since the ﬂow structure is
omnipresent in the visualization. Hence, it is not surprising that the computation
cost of the texture-based techniques is very high because the algorithm needs to per-
form expensive computations for every pixels in the visualization. For example, in
line integral convolution or LIC [7], short streamlines are computed upon every pixel
in the visualization. When applied to three dimensional vector ﬁelds, it generates 3D
color textures and the computation cost is even higher. The 3D color textures need
to be rendered with transparency otherwise only the outer surfaces are visible. LIC
and other texture-based vector ﬁeld visualization techniques, including Spot Noise[48]
and IBFV[49], will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
As mentioned above, the 3D color textures generated by the texture-based tech-
niques are rendered by volume rendering algorithms. One advantage of volume ren-
dering is that, since voxels are arranged in the order intrinsically, there is no burden
of per-frame-sorting as in the geometry-based techniques. Volume rendering is tradi-
tionally realized through software ray casting [32], which is known for its high com-
putation cost . Hence, it can hardly, if not impossible, deliver interactive frame rates.
Recently, this barrier has been broken by graphics hardware with the texture mapping
capability. Newer algorithms, such as texture hardware volume rendering [8] [21] [40],
can easily render at interactive frame rates. As the per-fragment programmability
4being introduced to PC graphics hardware in the past few years, researchers have
also proposed algorithms which greatly improve the rendering quality [22] [17]. Still
less-than-perfect it may be, the image quality achieved by those algorithms is already
satisfactory for most applications. With proper opacity and lighting settings, it is
also possible to produce surface-like visualizations similar to those generated by the
geometry-based techniques.
The inﬂexibility and the computation cost are the Achilles heel of texture-based
visualization techniques. Any change to the parameter aﬀecting the appearance of
the visualization, such as the convolution kernel length in LIC, requires the algorithm
to re-create the entire 3D color texture. Since visualization is essentially an explo-
ration process that involves trial-and-errors, this inﬂexibility severely impedes the
eﬀectiveness of the algorithm. This problem is even more devastating to visual cues.
Visual cues, such as lighting or silhouettes, are very important for the texture-based
techniques to reveal the global structure of the vector ﬁeld. However, it is more dif-
ﬁcult to compute illuminations for the volumetric 3D color texture comparing to the
geometry-based algorithms. Currently, 3D vector ﬁeld visualizations with enhanced
visual cues are mostly generated in batch mode with pre-deﬁned viewing parameters.
Since many visual cues are view-dependent and most useful if the user can change
the viewing parameters interactively, the eﬀectiveness of visual cues in the traditional
texture-based techniques is severely limited.
Another problem which plagues traditional texture-based techniques is the lack of
direct control to the appearance of the visualization. In either Spot Noise or LIC, once
5the parameters are set, the user has to wait for the algorithm to ﬁnish the calculations
before he or she can determine if the visualization generated is desirable. Together
with the demanding computation cost, this problem further hinders the usefulness of
the algorithm. Recently, researchers have proposed a few algorithms to tackle this is-
sue for two-dimensional vector ﬁelds by drawing overlapping 2D surface patches with
pre-computed textures[6]. However, solutions for three dimensional vector ﬁelds have
not been found so far.
The goal of this research is to propose a novel texture-based 3D ﬂow visualization
algorithm to address the disadvantages of the existing techniques, that is, the inﬂexi-
bility to alter the appearance, and the lack of direct manipulation to the appearance.
To ensure the eﬀectiveness, the texture needs to be generated and rendered eﬃciently
with various visual cues mentioned in the previous section. In addition, the user
shall be able to visually design, instead of perimetrically specify, the appearance of
the visualization. In order words, the algorithm should be highly ﬂexible so that a
variety of appearances, volumetric or surface-like, can be easily emulated. We ob-
serve that the inﬂexibility of existing texture-based methods is a result of the tight
coupling of the vector ﬁeld processing and the texture generation. The gist of this
research, therefore, is to decouple the visualization pipeline into two disjoint stages,
so that each of them can be executed eﬃciently. In the ﬁrst stage, an intermediate
volumetric representation of the vector ﬁeld, which we will refer to as trace volume,
is generated by voxelizing streamlines in a hardware-assisted manner. In the second
phase of the algorithm, the attributes stored in the trace volume, which we call trace
tuples, are mapped to informative and aesthetic representations of the underlying
6vector ﬁeld. The per-fragment shading functionalities provided by nVidia Geforce4
GPU, including the vertex shader and the register combiners, are utilized to achieve
both the eﬃciency and ﬂexibility.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys related works. The details
of our hardware-accelerated two-stage volumetric ﬂow visualization algorithm, and
several visual enhancements, are discussed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 provides the
experiment results, summarizes the research, and suggests directions for the future
work.
7CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS
Researchers have proposed various vector ﬁeld visualization techniques in the past.
In this chapter, we will brieﬂy review those which are related to this research.
Hedgehogs and glyphs are the simplest visualization techniques for vector ﬁelds.
Arrows and icons are placed at grid points of the vector ﬁeld, oriented to indicate the
ﬂow direction. Other properties associated with the vector ﬁeld, such as pressure or
velocity magnitude, can also be represented in the visualization by colors, textures,
or shapes of the icons or arrows.
One common feature of the vector ﬁeld that is of interest to the user is the ﬂow
direction. However, hedgehogs or glyphs are not very eﬀective in presenting this di-
rectional information. This is mainly because the discrete arrows or icons often result
in a large amount of vacancies in the visualization so that the user has to mentally
trace the ﬂow direction. This can be even more confusing when arrows or glyphs
in three dimensional vector ﬁelds are projected onto a two dimensional image plane.
A better solution is to draw streamlines, which is a 1D primitive visually depicting
the ﬂow direction. The streamline is constructed by numerical intergration, which
8is actually analogous to the particle tracing experimental technique used in many
engineering disciplines. The details about particle tracing are provided in Chapter 3.
Like icons or arrows, streamlines can also be colored or textured to convey some other
scalar characteristics in interest.
Lighting can be very helpful for the observer to understand the ﬂow anatomy.
It is usually calculated with normal vectors deﬁned by surfaces. Nevertheless, the
normal vector for a line primitive is not unique deﬁned. If the light source is ﬁxed,
Z¨ ockler et al [52] propose a method to select the normal vector as the one on the
plane spanned by the tangent vector of the streamline and the light vector. The dot
product operations of the diﬀuse and the specular terms in the Phone lighting model
are pre-computed and stored in a two-dimensional texture map. The texture matrix
is properly conﬁgured and the texture coordinates are carefully assigned to streamline
vertices so that the pre-computed intensity values can be correctly retrieved by the
standard OpenGL texture mapping mechanism to achieve the Phone lighting eﬀect.
Researchers have proposed several variants of the streamline. The stream ribbon
is a ﬁxed-length patch following the streamline direction. It can show the transla-
tion and the angular rotation of the vector ﬁeld. Conceptually, it is constructed by
emitting an inﬁnite number of streamlines from an initial straight line. Darmofal and
Haimes [14] propose a method to construct a stream ribbon from two parallel edges.
First, a streamline is generated to serve as one edge of the stream ribbon. Upon each
vertex of this streamline, a normal vector of unit length is speciﬁed according to the
local vorticity. The second edge is then generated by connecting the endpoints of these
9normal vectors along the streamline. Another variation is the stream tube, which is
a tube-shaped structure surrounding the streamline. It can be used to express the
outﬂow of the vector ﬁeld. The radius of the tube is dictated by the divergence of the
cross ﬂow and can be solved in a stepwise manner along with the streamline advection.
Geometric primitives of higher dimensionality are also used in vector ﬁeld visu-
alizations to convey the global ﬂow structure more eﬀectively. The stream surface is
very similar to the stream ribbon except that the edges of the stream surface evolve
with the shearing of the vector ﬁeld. Hultquist [25] presents an algorithm to generate
the stream surface. Firstly, a set of particles are evenly distributed on a straight rack
in the vector ﬁeld. Then, this front is advanced by advecting the seed particles. Ev-
ery two adjacent streamlines resulting from the particle tracing deﬁne a ribbon. The
surface is then obtained by tessellating all these ribbons. Tests are performed during
the advection so that particles are injected or removed when necessary. Extending
to another dimension, Max et al [34] propose the ﬂow volume which is constructed
from a set of seeds distributed on an initial polygon. To render it, the encompassed
tetrahedra are ﬁrst projected onto the image plane and then decomposed into trian-
gles by the method proposed by Shirley and Tuchman [45]. Since all tetrahedra share
the same color, these triangles can be directly rendered and blended into the frame
buﬀer without depth sorting.
So far all algorithms we talked about use geometric primitives to present the vi-
sualization. There are also algorithms that can provide volumetric representations of
the underlying three-dimensional ﬁelds. Some researchers achieve this by integrating
10texture or icons into volume rendering. Crawﬁs and Max [13] develop a 3D raster
re-sampling technique where the volume rendering was built up with sheets parallel
to the image plane. These sheets are composited [38] in the back-to-front order. The
authors also modify the volume integral to include the rendering of a tiny cylinder
within a small neighborhood. A further reﬁnement of this concept is to embed the
vector icons directly into the splat footprint [12] used for volume rendering. Here,
small billboard images are overlapped and composited together to build up the ﬁnal
image. By placing a small icon within the billboard image, and orienting the image
such that it lies both perpendicular to the viewing ray, and parallel to the projected
vector direction at the splat’s center point, a volumetric visualization of the vector
ﬁeld is produced.
The texture-based techniques, where the visualization is presented as a synthetic
texture, are very popular methods for dense ﬁelds. When used to visualize vector
ﬁelds, Spot Noise, proposed by van Wijk [48], uses various ﬂow characteristics to
locally adjust the size, orientation, and the shape of the stochastically distributed
white noise so that the ﬂow anatomy is revealed. Cabral and Leedom’s Line Inte-
gral Convolution (LIC, [7]) is capable of generating even more visually pleasing yet
informative textures to reveal the ﬂow structure of the vector ﬁeld in question. Also
starting with a white noise, the intensity of each pixel is obtained by ﬁrstly calcu-
lating a bi-directional streamline from the center of the pixel and then performing
convolution on the noise values falling on this streamline. LIC is considered very eﬀec-
tive since the convolution establishes the spatial coherent intensities for pixels belong
11to the same streamline, while the initial white noise distribution guarantees dissim-
ilar values across the adjacent pixels of diﬀerent streamlines. Based on the original
LIC algorithm, Stalling and Hedge [46] propose an optimized version, often known
as “Fast-LIC”, by exploiting the coherency along the streamline since a large num-
ber of computation in the original method is repetitive on each pixel. The streamline
computation is further simpliﬁed by approximation using cubic Hermite interpolation.
Due to its eﬀectiveness and wide applications, many methods inspired by, or ex-
tended from LIC, are proposed. Forsell [20] applies it to curvilinear grids. Okada
and Kao [36] suggest several techniques to enhance the contrast of the visualization
generated by LIC, including post-LIC ﬁltering, double LIC (perform LIC twice, using
the ﬁrst one’s output as the second’s input), and grid re-sampling. Shen et al [43]
introduce a method to inject color dye into the visualization generated by LIC so
that local features can be highlighted. This algorithm starts with a white noise image
and then generates the visualization with LIC. When the dye is introduced into the
vector ﬁeld, selective advections are performed upon those cells which are in the down-
stream direction of those areas dyed by the user’s injection. Kiu and Banks [31] use
the multi-frequency white noise input images to perform LIC calculations. Regions
are assigned with noise patterns whose the frequency is inversely proportional to their
velocity magnitudes, so that long, fat streaks are shown in areas of high velocity and
short, thin ones in areas of low velocity. Shen and Kao [44] extend the LIC algorithm
to unsteady ﬂows by incorporating the factor of time into the convolution to simulate
the ﬂow advection in unsteady ﬂows so that the temporal coherence of the visualiza-
tion can be preserved. There are also works to utilize texture graphics hardware to
12generate LIC-like visualization eﬃciently. Verma et al’s “Pseudo LIC”(PLIC, [50])
uses texture-mapped streamlines to generate a LIC-like image for 2D ﬂows. Bordoloi
and Shen [6] utilize overlapping textured stream patches to achieve interactive speed
and provide level of detail controls. The width of each patch is determined by a pre-
computed hierarchical error metric of the vector ﬁeld and the user speciﬁed threshold.
The LIC algorithm generates color volumes when applied to three dimensional
vector ﬁelds. To portray this dense texture volume clearly and eﬀectively despite the
inherent occlusion problem, Interrante and Grosch [26] perform LIC twice: one on
the white noise volume of ﬁner resolution, another on the volume with the same noise
distribution but in a coarser resolution. These two LIC volumes are superimposed
together in the rendering stage, which is realized by a modiﬁed ray-tracing algorithm.
When each ray advances through the volume, it keeps checking the LIC volume of
coarser resolution, which servers as the “halo”. Cares are taken so that all voxels
behind the second encounter of “halo” voxels don’t contribute to the intensity of the
ray. Rezk-Salama et al [40] propose to use texture hardware to eﬃciently render 3D
LIC textures: a stack of polygons are textured with corresponding slices of the color
texture and blended in back-to-front order. Clipping planes, transparency, and color
table animation are also employed to assist in revealing the ﬂow structure. However,
often time the contrast of 3D LIC rendering is too low to provide clearly depiction
of the ﬂow anatomy. Chen et at [10] observed that this is mainly because the tex-
tures are too dense and intricate so that the optical integration, no matter realized
in software ray tracing or texture hardware blending, counterpoises the coherency of
texel values which conveys streamline structures. With the ﬂow topology analysis
13by Helman and Hesselink [23], the signiﬁcance map is generated in a semi-automatic
manner and serves as the opacity transfer function so that the regions in interest are
highlighted in the visualization. With this signiﬁcance map, Suzuki et al [47] take
advantage of VolumePro [37], a specialized scalar volume rendering hardware, to ren-
der the LIC volume selectively at interactive frame rates.
Over the years, researchers have proposed another type of texture-base techniques,
which are often known as texture-advection methods, to generate ﬂow visualizations
and/or animations eﬃciently by exploiting the texture mapping capability of the
graphic hardware. Max and Becker [35] animate the textures by adjusting the vertex
or texture coordinates in a way to conform the ﬂow movement. Heidrich et at [22]
utilize the pixel texture provided by SGI Octane to synthesize LIC-like images. The
pixel texture provides functionalities similar to the dependent texture lookup oper-
ation provided by nVidia Geforce4 GPU used in this research. The visualization is
generated by simulating backward advection on every pixel step by step, then deposit-
ing pixels values in the frame buﬀer. The main diﬀerence between these two methods
is that the former one is from the Lagrangian’s stand point while the latter is Eulerian.
Jobard et al [28] further elaborate the use of pixel texture to handle unsteady ﬂows
and dye advection. Special cares are taken so that the edges in the visualization are
emphasized by injecting new noises at each iteration step. More recently, Weiskopf et
al [51] utilize the similar functionality provided by nVidia Geforce3 GPU to perform
backward advection in 2D or 3D vector ﬁelds. Short pathlines are generated by com-
bining the results of last four iterations. The Imaged-Based Flow Visualization by
van Wijk [49] combines the methods proposed by Max and Becker [35], and by Jobard
14et al [28]: a polygon mesh is distorted, textured with noise input, and then blended
into the frame buﬀer iteratively. Performing advection on the vertex instead of pixel
level, this algorithm requires only standard OpenGL 1.1 without any vendor-speciﬁc
extensions.
15CHAPTER 3
HARDWARE-ACCELERATED TWO-STAGE
VOLUME-BASED FLOW VISUALIZATION
3.1 Discussion and Motivation
The goal of this research is to provide a novel texture-based ﬂow visualization
framework for visualizing three-dimensional vector ﬁelds. This framework shall be
capable of eﬃciently generating visualizations with various appearances which can
be speciﬁed intuitively. In addition, the algorithm needs to utilize graphics hard-
ware in order to deliver interactive frame rates since interactivity is a major factor
aﬀecting the eﬀectiveness of any visualization algorithm. We observe that in surface
rendering using graphics hardware, changing appearances ﬂexibly and interactively
can be achieved by employing texture mapping. Rasterized by the graphics hardware,
geometric primitives (such as points, lines, and triangles) are rendered as a collec-
tion of pixels on the image plane. When texture mapping is enabled, the graphics
hardware uses the texture coordinate associated with each pixel to decide the color
for each pixel from a color texture map. If texture coordinates are appropriately
assigned to the geometric primitive, the user is able to alter its appearance intu-
itively and interactively by changing diﬀerent texture maps at run time. On many
16advanced graphics hardware, the ﬁnal color of pixels can be manipulated even more
sophisticatedly though multi-texturing and advanced texture color combining func-
tionalities, such as GL ARB texture env combine, GL ARB texture env combine, or
other vender-speciﬁc extensions in OpenGL [5].
For texture-based 3D vector ﬁeld visualization algorithms, nevertheless, changing
the appearance of the visualization interactively and intuitively is not as straight-
forward as surface rendering described above. The color volume generated by the
texture-based technique can be rendered by texture hardware volume rendering [8]
[21] [40], where a stack of polygons are textured with the corresponding slices from
the volume data and blended together in a back-to-front order(further explanation
can be found in Chapter 2). Although the user can alter the visualization appearance
by using diﬀerent color volumes generated from the same vector ﬁeld, it is extremely
diﬃcult, if ever possible, to generate color volumes of reasonable resolutions at in-
teractive speeds due to the demanding time complexity required by texture-based
algorithms. Even this is feasible, the speed is still limited by the data transmission
rate between the host CPU and the graphics hardware, since the texture generation is
entirely performed by the host CPU and the color volume needs to be transmitted to
the graphics hardware for display. Also, the control of the visualization appearance
in current texture-based techniques for 3D is much more limited and indirect then
surface rendering with texture mapping. In Spot Noise [48], for example, the only
variables aﬀecting the visualization appearance controlled by the user are the spatial
distribution and the shape of the noise spots. In LIC [7], the appearance is addition-
ally regulated by the length and the shape of the convolution kernel. In other words
17, the visualization appearance is determined sinuously in the parameter space rather
than visual space, where any shape, color, or pattern can be painted in a forthright
manner.
In geometry-based techniques, the shape of a single geometric primitive represents
the local ﬂow structure where the primitive locates. By assigning texture coordinates
to the vertices accordingly, one can alter the appearance of the visualization with the
help of texture mapping in surface rendering. In other words, the visualization ap-
pearance of geometry-based algorithms is actually created in rendering time; the stage
of creating geometric primitives is just to extract information necessary to generate
the appearance. In texture-based techniques, on the other hand, the visualization ap-
pearance is solely determined in a single stage where the color texture is synthesized.
The visualization of this color texture, regardless being realized by any technique
(such as ray casting, or more common in recent years, texture hardware volume ren-
dering), is entirely independent from the visualization appearance. Here, we want
to point out that reader should not be misled by the name of texture coordinates in
texture hardware volume rendering, which is a common technique for visualizing the
3D color texture generated by a certain texture-based algorithm. Unlike those used in
the geometry-based algorithms which actually depict the ﬂow structure, the texture
coordinates assigned to the slice polygons in texture hardware volume rendering are
essentially the intersections of the polygon edges and the bounding box of the color
volume. Entirely unrelated to the ﬂow anatomy, they can not be used to alter the
appearance of the ﬂow visualization as in the geometry-base algorithms. Hence, in
order to achieve the same appearance ﬂexibility for the texture-based technique, the
18visualization pipeline should be similar to those in geometry-based techniques: that
is, the vector ﬁeld processing stage to extract the ﬂow structure, and the texture syn-
thesis stage, which uses the information obtained in the previous stage to synthesize
the actual visualization appearance in rendering time.
The tight integration of these two stages in current texture-based techniques is
truly the reason of their inﬂexibility and high computation cost. LIC performs convo-
lution along the streamline direction upon each texel to determine its color value. In
Spot Noise, each spot is bend and scaled according to the local vector velocity, then
blended with others. In either case, the color value of each texel in the visualization
is correlated with others on the same streamline within some distance. Based on this
observation, we suggest that it should be the attribute describing the spatial correla-
tion, instead of the color values, stored in the volume generated by the texture-based
algorithm. This information can be acquired by advecting streamlines, as we will
discuss later. The appearance of the visualization is then synthesized by mapping
the spatial correlation data into color values. Figure 3.1 illustrates this idea. Bearing
this concept in mind, in the next section we will brieﬂy describe a novel approach
for visualizing 2D vector ﬁelds for the explanation purpose, followed by the detailed
discussions about the algorithm of hardware-accelerated volume based ﬂow visualiza-
tion for three dimension vector ﬁelds.
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Figure 3.1: Visualization Pipeline.Above: Traditional texture-based algorithm (e.g.
LIC). Below: Two-stage approach.
3.2 Two-stage approach for visualizing 2D vector ﬁelds
Recently, Bordoloi and Shen proposed a 2D vector ﬁeld visualization algorithm
which can achieve the goal of ﬂexible and intuitive control to the visualization appear-
ance [6]. In this algorithm, the visualization is generated with multiple 2D patches,
called stream patches, constructed from streamlines. Stream patches are bent to fol-
low the direction of their corresponding streamlines. The texture coordinates assigned
to their vertices are arranged to express the ﬂow direction. Speciﬁcally, the texture
coordinate (u;v) assigned to a patch vertex is arranged in a way so that the value
of u is used to distinguish diﬀerent patches and v represents the parametrization of
the streamline from which the patch is built. To avoid confusion in later discussions,
hereafter we will refer to (u;v) as trace tuple instead of texture coordinate since (u;v)
20can be seen as the parametric representation of the particle trajectory in the vector
ﬁeld. The detailed explanation of how to generate trace tuples will be provided in
section 3.3.3. Thanks to the interpolation automatically performed by the graphics
hardware, all pixels covered by a stream patch will receive appropriate spatial correla-
tions, which can be later mapped to visual attributes to depict the ﬂow direction on a
2D color texture pre-generated by LIC in a straight ﬂow. Because this texture depicts
the appearance of the visualization, hereafter we will refer to it as appearance texture.
Although stream patches are individually scan-converted and texture mapped in this
algorithm, conceptually this is equivalent to a two-stage approach: ﬁrst use stream
patches to assign appropriate trace tuples to pixels on an intermediate canvas, which
we will refer to as trace canvas, then perform texture mapping for the entire visualiza-
tion pixel by pixel with a pre-deﬁned appearance texture. This is essentially deferred
shading, where the attributes needed to shade each pixel are calculated then stored
in the frame buﬀer during rasterization, so that the shading is deferred and then per-
formed in image space pixel by pixel after the entire scene is rasterized [15] [41]. Given
the per-fragment processing capabilities provided by the nVidia Geforce4 GPU used
in this research, this two-stage algorithm can be implemented via two-pass rendering
and dependent texture lookup as follows:
1. Construct stream patches as in [6]. Assign trace tuple (u;v) as the color (in
green and blue color channel, respectively) of the stream patch vertex.
2. Render (rasterize) all stream patches.
3. Using the result of the previous step, i.e. the frame buﬀer content, to create a
color texture, which represents the trace canvas.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the Two-stage approach. (a)Stream patches. (b)Render
stream patches with appropriate trace tuples into the frame buﬀer. (c)Texture co-
ordinates of the screen-covering rectangle. (d)Vector ﬁeld visualization generated by
rendering the rectangle in (c) with dependent texture lookup.
4. Render a rectangle of the size as the two dimensional vector ﬁeld with depen-
dent texture look up enabled. The texture coordinates of the four vertices of
this rectangle are assigned as (0;0), (0;1), (1;0), (1;1), respectively. The source
texture of the dependent texture look up operation is set as the trace canvas
generated in the previous step. The target texture of it is set as the appear-
ance texture, i.e. a color texture pre-generated by using typical texture-based
visualization techniques (such as LIC) in a straight ﬂow.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the two-stage 2D vector ﬁeld visualization algorithm. The
essential OpenGL implementations of this algorithm are shown in ﬁgure 3.3. Nec-
essary technical information and discussions about the implementation details are
provided as follows.
The nVidia Geforce4 GPU provides several texture shader operations in its frag-
ment shading stage, and several of them are referred to as dependent texture look up.
22/*stage 1: paint trace tuples into the frame buffer*/
DrawAllPatches(); glFlush();
/*stage 2: replace trace tuples into colors with dependent
texture lookup*/
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV);
glActiveTextureARB(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D,source);
glCopyTexImage2D(GL_TEXTURE_2D,0,GL_RGB,0,0,width,height,0);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_TEXTURE_2D);
glActiveTextureARB(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D,target);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_DEPENDENT_GB_TEXTURE_2D_NV);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_PREVIOUS_TEXTURE_INPUT_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glBegin(GL_QUADS);
glTexCoord2f(0,0);
glVertex2f(-10,-10);
glTexCoord2f(0,1);
glVertex2f(10,-10);
glTexCoord2f(1,1);
glVertex2f(10,10);
glTexCoord2f(1,0);
glVertex2f(-10,10);
glEnd();
glFlush();
glDisable(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV);
Figure 3.3: OpenGL codes implementing the algorithm.
23In OpenGL, they are accessible via the GL NV texture shader and GL NV texture -
shader2 extensions. Texture shader is parallel to the original OpenGL texturing
mechanism and can be enabled/disabled by glEnable or glDisable with the argu-
ment of GL TEXTURE SHADER NV. Once enabled, each texture unit performs one of
thirty-seven texture shader operations. Four of these operations directly corresponds
to 1D, 2D, 3D, and cube map texturing operation provided by OpenGL. To specify
the texture shader operation to a texture unit to perform, one needs to ﬁrst invoke
glActiveTextureARB(GL TEXTURE X ARB) then call glTexEnvi with the ﬁrst, second,
third argument as GL TEXTURE SHADER NV, GL SHADER OPERATION NV, Y, respectively,
where X is the numbering of the texture unit (0 to 3 on Geforce4 GPU) and Y is the
symbolic name of texture shader operations deﬁned in GL NV texture shader and
GL NV texture shader2 extensions.
Two texture units are required to implement the dependent texture lookup oper-
ation on every pixel in the second rendering pass of the algorithm. The ﬁrst texture
unit GL TEXTURE0 ARB is speciﬁed to perform the traditional GL TEXTURE 2D operation
by invoking glTexEnvi with appropriate parameters described in the previous para-
graph. It uses the texture coordinate of the incoming pixel, which is interpolated from
those assigned via glTexCoord to four corner vertices of the screen-covering rectangle,
to fetch a trace tuple from the source texture representing the trace canvas generated
in the ﬁrst rendering pass. The second texture unit GL TEXTURE1 ARB is then set to
execute GL DEPENDENT GB TEXTURE 2D NV with glTexEnvi. By using glTexEnv with
the arguments set as GL TEXTURE SHADER NV ,GL PREVIOUS TEXTURE INPUT NV, and
GL TEXTURE0 ARB, respectively, the second texture unit uses the trace tuple, fetched
24from the trace canvas by the ﬁrst texture unit, as the texture coordinate to retrieve
a color from the target texture (i.e. the appearance texture) and then sets it as the
texture color of the incoming pixel.
This two-stage approach can achieve the same ﬂexibility of changing the visualiza-
tion appearance as [6] by altering the target texture, yet the rendering complexity is
independent of the number of stream patches used. However, if analogously extended
to 3D vector ﬁelds, it would require solid primitives and the three-dimensional frame
buﬀer, but neither of them is supported by any graphics hardware nowadays we are
aware of. In the next section, we are to discuss the solution devised in this research,
that is, hardware-accelerated volume based ﬂow visualization in detail.
3.3 Hardware-accelerated Two-Stage Volumetric Flow Visu-
alization
The hardware-accelerated volume based ﬂow visualization algorithm is composed
of two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, it creates a trace volume, comparable to the trace
canvas described in the previous section, by voxelizing streamlines in a hardware-
assisted manner. Conceptually, this is equivalent to rendering volumetric primitives
with trace tuples into a three dimensional frame buﬀer. In the second stage, the trace
volume is rendered by a texture hardware volume renderer with dependent texture
lookup to synthesize the visualization appearance. This is again analogous to the
second stage of the two-stage 2D approach described in the previous section. With
diﬀerent appearance textures, visualizations with a variety of appearances can be gen-
erated and rendered in real time without re-processing the vector ﬁeld. Besides trace
25tuples, we also assign alpha values to the trace volume to achieve certain volumetric
eﬀects. Various depth cues, such as lighting, silhouette, tone shading, etc., can also be
employed to enhance the depth perception of the visualization with no performance
penalty thanks to the nVidia Geforce4 GPU used in this research. Furthermore, the
volumetric nature of the trace volume makes it intuitive to incorporate volume ren-
dering techniques into this algorithm. In this research, we have implemented two
techniques, i.e. opacity transfer function and additional clipping planes, to perform
culling on the trace volume.
3.3.1 Streamline advection
In our algorithm, streamlines are used to assist in encoding trace tuples into the
trace volume. Because the trace volume is created from these streamlines and not
the vector ﬁeld, there is no preferred grid type for our algorithm. A streamline is
represented by a line strip, which is the trajectory of a weightless particle advected
in the vector ﬁeld. This particle tracing problem can be modelled by an ordinary
diﬀerential equation (ODE):
v(x;t) =
dp(x;t)
dt
(3.1)
where v(x;t) represent the velocity at position x and time t, and p is the trajectory of
the particle. Given the seed point x0, which is the initial position of the particle when
released in the vector ﬁeld, one can obtain the trajectory of the particle by iteratively
evaluating the fourth order Runge-Kutta formula [39]:
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where h is the step size used in the advection. Although it can be dynamically ad-
justed based on the integration error O(h5) to accelerate the integration process, we
use a ﬁxed step size for the distance testing purpose (explained later) in our imple-
mentation due to the limited resolution of the trace volume. By the voxelization
algorithm (to be discussed in section 3.3.2), streamlines are discretized and stored in
the trace volume. Depending on the characteristics of the vector, artifacts may ap-
pear in the visualization if the resolution of the trace volume is too low so that more
than one streamline, or diﬀerent portions of the same streamline, pass through the
same voxel of the trace volume. Since each voxel can only carry a single trace tuple
which describes the spatial correlation and is independently shaded in the rendering
stage, this can result in undesirable artifacts. To avoid this problem, we introduce a
distance checking operation during the advection similar to the technique purposed
by Jobard and Lefer [27]: at each advection step, we check the distance between the
current streamline and other existing ones and stop the advection if they are too
close (i.e. within one voxel). To facilitate this distance checking between lines, we
use the ﬁxed step size in the streamline advection, and record all streamline vertices
27Figure 3.4: Streamline distance checking. Green points: the latest vertex generated
in the advection. Yellow points: vertices to be checked against with the green one.
Left: Distance checking with a ﬁxed step size. Right: adaptive step size. Note that
checking the distance between lines using vertices is not correct in this case.
in the cells of a three dimensional grid. Upon each advection step of a streamline, the
new vertex is checked against all existing vertices (except those belongs to the same
streamline) stored in the cell which new vertex belongs to and all cells adjacent to it.
Figure 3.4 gives a two dimensional illustration.
3.3.2 Creating the trace volume
Rendering volumetric primitives, line strips in our case, into the three-dimensional
frame buﬀer represented by the trace volume can be achieved by voxelization, or 3D
scan conversion. Previously, researchers have proposed various voxelization algo-
rithms for curves and surfaces([29] [30] [9]). In our algorithm, a hardware-assisted
slice sweeping algorithm, inspired by the CSG voxelization algorithm proposed by
Feng and Liao[18], is designed to perform voxelization eﬃciently.
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Figure 3.5: Streamline voxelization.
Current graphic hardware is designed to perform 2D scan conversion at interac-
tive speeds. To utilize this functionality to accomplish voxelization, we render all
input streamlines into a sequence of slices with a moving clipping volume in a sin-
gle sweeping pass (see Figure 3.5), and then collect the stack of slices as the trace
volume. Trace tuples, assigned as colors to the vertices of streamlines, are linearly
interpolated, and then assigned to voxels of the trace volume automatically by the
graphics hardware.
The voxelization is realized as follows. First the user needs to specify the resolu-
tion of the trace volume. Usually it is the same for all dimensions (x,y,z), but this is
not necessary. The only restriction about the trace volume resolution is that it has
to be a power of two. This is because the trace volume will be used as a texture in
the rendering stage (section 3.3.5), and OpenGL dictates that the texture maps must
be power of two in each dimension. Although this restriction has been eased for 2D
texture maps by the vendor speciﬁc extension (GL NV texture rectangle, see [5]),
29so far 3D textures are still under this constraint. Although one can use three sets (X
stack, Y stack and Z stack) of 2D textures to represent the trace volume and render
it with the object-aligned texture hardware volume renderer [8], we still decide to use
a 3D texture which only uses one-third of the texture memory that the 2D texture
approach requires. Since the size of the trace volume is usually diﬀerent from the
vector ﬁeld, we then, for each of the x, y, and z dimensions, scale the streamline
vertices by V=L, where V is the resolution of the trace volume in the dimension in
question, and L is the length of the corresponding dimension of the vector ﬁeld or its
bounding box. After scaling, the streamlines are rendered orthographically using a
sequence of clipping volumes along the Z direction. The viewing direction is set to
be parallel to the Z axis, and the distance between the near and far planes of the
clipping volume is always one. Initially, the near and far clipping planes are set at
z = 0 and z = 1, respectively. When each frame is rendered, the frame buﬀer content
is copied to a slice of the trace volume. As the algorithm progresses, the location of
the clipping volume is shifted by one along the Z axis incrementally until the entire
vector ﬁeld is swept.
Given the same resolution, the performance of constructing the trace volume is
limited by two factors: i.e. the rendering speed of the graphics hardware, and the
transmission speed of the CPU-GPU bus. To reduce the amount of geometries to
render, streamline segments are placed into bins according to their span along the Z
direction. A segment is assigned to all bins it intersects with. During the voxeliza-
tion, only those segments which intersect with the current clipping volume are ren-
dered. The performance can be further improved by reducing the traﬃc on the AGP
30(Accelerated Graphics Port [1]) bus connecting the CPU and GPU. Our voxelization
algorithm involves with two types of transmission traﬃcs, that is, the geometry trans-
mission from the CPU to the graphics hardware, and the frame buﬀer read back from
the GPU to the host. To reduce the ﬁrst type of traﬃc, we utilize OpenGL display
lists for each bin aforementioned during the voxelization. Taking advantage of the
spatial locality of clipping volume sweeping, all segments within a bin is transmitted
only once from the host CPU to the graphics hardware. As for the transmission of
the opposite direction, i.e. the frame buﬀer read back from GPU to CPU, it can
be totally avoided by using glCopySubTexImage3D to read the slicing result directly
from the frame buﬀer to the corresponding slice of the 3D texture memory.
Sometimes it is possible that some of the streamline segments are perpendicular
to the Z = 0 plane. In this case, those segments will degenerate into a point under
orthographic projection. In OpenGL, these degenerated points are not drawn, which
will create unﬁlled voxels in the trace volume. To avoid this problem, those segments
are collected and processed separately in another pass, where the viewing direction
and the sweeping of the clipping volume is set to be along the X-axis. Figure 3.6
provides the OpenGL implementation of the algorithm.
3.3.3 Assigning trace tuples
As described earlier, the attributes assigned to the voxels, called trace tuples, en-
code the streamlines in the trace volume and are used as texture coordinates to per-
form appearance texture lookup in the rendering stage. The trace tuple is composed
31/*pre-voxelization preparation*/
for(int i=0; i<bin_num; i++)
AddSegmentsToBins(bin[i],lines);
/*hardware voxelization begins*/
GLubyte vol[res][res][res][4];
/*fill it with 0s*/
memset(vol,0,sizeof(GLubyte)*res*res*res*4);
/*load the blank texture*/
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_3D,tex);
glTexImage3D(GL_TEXTURE_3D,0,GL_RGBA,res,res,res,0,
GL_RGBA,GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE,vol);
glViewport(0,0,res,res);
float znear = float(res)/2.0;
float zfar = znear + 1.0;
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW);
glLoadIdentity();
gluLookAt(0,0,-res,0,0,0,0,1,0);
glScalef(float(res)/flow_res,float(res)/flow_res,
float(res)/flow_res);
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
glFlush();
float bin_span = float(res)/float(bin_num); int
prev_bin_id,bin_id;
prev_bin_id = bin_id = 0;
bin[0].Prepare();
/*sweep the clipping volume*/
for(int i=0;i<res;i++)
{
bin_id = i/bin_span;
Figure 3.6: The voxelization algorithm.
32(ﬁgure 3.6 continued)
/*release the display lists and bring in new ones*/
if(bin_id!=prev_bin_id)
{
bin[prev_bin_id].Clear();
glFinish();
bin[bin_id].Prepare();
prev_bin_id = bin_id;
}
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION);
glLoadIdentity();
glOrtho(res/2.0,-res/2.0,-res/2.0,res/2.0,znear,zfar);
bin[bin_id].Draw;
glFlush();
glCopyTexSubImage3D(GL_TEXTURE_3D,0,0,0,i,0,0,res,res);
znear++;
zfar++;
}
of two parts, i.e. the streamline identiﬁer, which diﬀerentiates individual stream-
lines, and the streamline parametrization, which represents the arc length along the
streamline. When 2D appearance textures are used, the trace tuple is a 2-vector
(u;v), where u is the streamline identiﬁer and v is the streamline parametrization.
When 3D appearance textures are used, the trace tuple is a 3-vector (u;v;w) (sec-
tion 3.3.4), where the ﬁrst two components (u;v) stand together as the streamline
33identiﬁer, and the last component w is used for streamline parametrization. For the
sake of simplicity, we will refer to the 2-vector trace tuple as 2D trace tuple and the
3-vector trace tuple as 3D trace tuple in later discussions.
We encode the trace tuples into the trace volume during the voxelization pro-
cess. Given an input streamline, we assign the trace tuples as colors to the vertices
of streamline segments. When using the 2D trace tuple (u;v), the green and blue
channels of the color are used to represent u and v, respectively. This arrangement
is to conform the requirement of the GL GB DEPDENENT TEXTURE 2D NV shader oper-
ation used in the rendering stage (section 3.3.5). If three dimensional trace tuples
(u;v;w) are used, all three color channels (red, green, and blue) are utilized for the
GL RGB DEPENDENT TEXTURE 3D NV shader operation.
When we slice the streamlines during voxelization, the graphics hardware auto-
matically interpolates the colors, thus the trace tuples, for the intermediate voxels
between the streamline vertices. Since all vertices along the same streamline share
the same streamline identiﬁers, that is, u in 2D trace tuples and (u;v) in 3D trace
tuples, the interpolation will result in the same value for all intermediate voxels. The
graphics hardware will also interpolate the streamline parametrization linearly, which
allows the appearance texture to be mapped evenly across the streamline.
The streamline identiﬁer is selected with a hash function:
Sid = H([a0;a1;:::;an]) (3.3)
34Figure 3.7: Streamline identiﬁers. Left: streamlines in the trace volume. Right: in
the texture domain. The colors denote diﬀerent streamline identiﬁers.
Sid, the streamline identiﬁer, is a scalar or a two-vector when 2D or 3D trace vectors
are used, respectively. The user can deﬁne the hash function arbitrarily with optional
variables a0;:::;an, which represent any physical characteristics of the vector ﬁeld
associated with the streamline in question, such as pressure, velocity, etc. Therefore,
one can simply map all volumetric streamlines in the trace volume to either the same
or random stripes in the appearance texture, or the strips in diﬀerent regions of a
carefully designed appearance texture where each region is color-coded or contains
diﬀerent patterns to represent diﬀerent physical quantities. When 3D trace tuples and
thick lines are used (discussed in section 3.3.4), adjacent line strips will be mapped to
a close vicinity in the appearance texture. Figure 3.7 illustrates this mapping. This
is to ensure that when the appearance texture contains solid structures, they can be
correctly mapped to the trace volume and show up in the rendering image.
The precision limitation on the graphics hardware, however, poses a problem when
using color channels to encode trace tuples. For example, on the nVidia Geforce4
35GPU, the color and alpha values in either texture memory or frame buﬀer are repre-
sented in ﬁx-point numbers (up to 8 bits per channel). When trace tuples represented
in 8-bit numbers are used as texture coordinates in the rendering stage, the quality
of the texture lookup result can be deteriorated by quantization errors. In our exper-
iments, we observe that it is the streamline parametrization, i.e. the v in 2D trace
tuples or w in 3D trace tuples, aﬀected by this limitation most. This is because
while one can design the streamline identiﬁer hash function (equation 3.3.3) in a
way that all possible values for the stream identiﬁers are uniquely represented in the
[0¡255] range, the streamline parametrization, which is essentially the arc length of
the streamlines, tends to have values of high dynamic range so that it requires more
than 8 bits in order to achieve a smooth texture transition in the rendering.
The goal to parameterize the streamline and then to use the result as a texture
coordinate to look up the appearance texture is to establish the visual correlation
between the voxels along the streamline. In LIC, we observe that the ﬂow direction
is depicted only by the local coherence within a nearby vicinity for the voxels along
a streamline. This is the direct result of the ﬁxed-length convolution kernel in LIC.
Hence, we solve the limited precision problem in a similar manner: the streamline is
divided to multiple segments, and each of the segment is mapped to the full range of
the ﬁx-point channel, i.e, [0¡255] onto each segment. See ﬁguer 3.8. With appearance
textures wrapping around in the dimension that corresponds to the ﬂow direction,
this is similar to the GL REPEAT mode in standard OpenGL texture mapping. This
segmentation operation can be performed either during or after the advection process.
36Figure 3.8: The appearance coherency in the vicinity on the streamline direction.
Left: LIC images generated from the same straight ﬂow with diﬀerent convolution
kernel length. Right: close-up of a streamline in the trace volume. The colors denote
the segmentations of the streamline parametrization.
3.3.4 Anti-aliasing
Since the resolution of the trace volume is limited, the voxelization algorithm de-
scribed above could produce jaggy results. In 2D, anti-aliasing can be achieved by
drawing thick lines. The intensity values of the pixels occupied by the thick lines cor-
respond to the coverage of the pixel squares [42]: the larger the coverage, the higher
the intensity. See ﬁgure 3.9. Since line anti-aliasing is widely supported by graphics
hardware, one might attempt to use it when slicing through the streamlines during
our hardware-accelerated voxelization process. This can be done by adding the fol-
lowing commands before the clipping volume starts to sweep through the vector ﬁeld:
37Figure 3.9: Thick line rasterization in OpenGL.
glDisable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
glEnable(GL_BLEND);
glBlendFunc(GL_SRC_ALPHA,GL_ONE_MINUS_SRC_ALPHA);
glEnable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH);
The resulting trace volume seems to be correct at the ﬁrst glance. However, we
have found that this doesn’t generate the desired eﬀect. The problem is OpenGL anti-
aliasing mechanism actually changes colors, hence, the trace tuples in the blending
operation. Since they are to be used as texture coordinates in the dependent texture
lookup operation in the rendering stage, this will lead to incorrect results. What
we really need is the opacity value automatically calculated by OpenGL for each
pixel on the thick line. Their original colors, i.e. trace tuples, assigned as described
in section 3.3.3, should remain intact to ensure the correctness of the visualization.
Nevertheless, this can not be achieved by glBlendFunc since it uses the same formula
to blend not only the alpha but also the RGB channels. To tackle this inﬂexibility, one
can resort to the GL EXT blend color extension. Together with the new tokens for
38glBlendFunc, one can now individually specify the blending function for each color
and alpha channel independently by using the newly provided glBlendColorEXT as
follows:
glDisable(GL_DEPTH_TEST);
glEnable(GL_BLEND);
glBlendColorEXT(0,0,0,1);
glBlendFunc(GL_ONE,GL_CONSTANT_COLOR_EXT);
glEnable(GL_LINE_SMOOTH);
The four arguments of glBlendColorEXT are the constant colors for the red,
green, blue, and alpha channel, respectively. Although the details of line smooth
implementation is not given in the OpenGL speciﬁcation [42], we have found this
setting is capable of giving satisfactory results on each trace volume slices. However,
since the voxelization is “simulated” by the algorithm described in section 3.3.2, no
anti-aliasing is performed across the slices of the trace volume, as shown in ﬁgure 3.10.
Hence, to achieve streamline anti-aliasing in the voxelization process, one needs to
manually model thick lines and properly assign the opacity.
We model the 3D thick line as a bundle of satellite strips, denoted as B = fbkg,
where bk is the kth satellite strip in the bundle. The strip bundle is created by sweep-
ing a mask M = fmkg along the the medial streamline (ﬁgure 3.11). Similar to
the streamline segmentation operation discussed in section 3.3.3, this can be either
performed during the advection process or after the streamlines are completely con-
structed. Each point mk on the mask corresponds to a vertex of the satellite strip.
The distance between two adjacent strips should be small enough (speciﬁcally less
39Figure 3.10: Trace volume line anti-aliasing performed by OpenGL. Left: anti-aliasing
on the trace volume slice. Right: no anti-aliasing across slices.
than Lx=Vx and Ly=Vy, where L is the length of the vector ﬁeld dimension and V is
the resolution of the trace volume) to avoid vacancies within the discretized thick line
in the trace volume. Initially, the center of the mask is placed at the ﬁrst vertex of
the streamline. During the sweep, the mask is always positioned perpendicular to the
tangential direction of the streamline. When the sweeping completes, we construct
each line strip bk by connecting the vertices from the corresponding point in the mask
along the sweep trace.
The vertex of the satellite strip carries the same streamline parametrization as
that in the medial streamline since conceptually all of them together represent an
inﬁnitively thin streamline in 3D. The streamline identiﬁers of the vertices on the
satellite strips are assigned in a way that nearby satellite strips are mapped to adja-
cent strips in the appearance texture. For the anti-aliasing purpose, we additionally
assign an opacity value to each vertex on the line strip. In the rendering stage, this
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Figure 3.11: The extruding mask for constructing thick lines.
opacity value will be blended with the opacity from the appearance texture (sec-
tion 3.3.5). We store this opacity value in the alpha channel of the vertex attribute
so that it can be interpolated as the trace tuple in voxelization. Reader should make
sure that the frame buﬀer format used in the voxelization supports alpha channel,
otherwise glCopyTexSubImage3D will return undeﬁned alpha values for trace volume
slices. We assign the opacity value in a way that the vertices near the surface and the
endpoints of the thick line receive lower values to simulate the weighted area sampling
algorithm [19]. To achieve this, the alpha value of each vertices pk is deﬁned as ar£al,
where the former is a function of the distance from pk to the medial streamline, and
the latter is a function of the parametrization of pk. Figure 3.12 shows the function
curves of al and ar.
3.3.5 Rendering
So far we have discussed all necessary steps to create the trace volume, which is
a three-dimensional analogy of the trace canvas described in section 3.2. To visualize
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Figure 3.12: The function curves for calculating alpha values of the thick line. t, d:
thresholds. R: radius of the intruding mask.
the trace volume, we render it by texture hardware volume rendering with dependent
texture lookup, where the trace volume is shaded on a stack of polygon slices: the
trace volume is represented as a 3D texture object on the graphics hardware, and a
stack of polygons are rendered and textured with the corresponding slices from the
volume data then blended together in the back-to-front order.
When each slice polygon is rasterized, a two-step texture lookup operation is per-
formed for each pixel. The ﬁrst texture lookup is to slice through the trace volume,
where every fragment of the slicing polygon receives a color, which represents the
trace tuple. This trace tuple is then used as the texture coordinates to look up the
appearance texture to get the ﬁnal color and opacity for the fragment. This two-step
texture lookup can be performed in real time by employing the dependent texture
capability provided by the NV_TEXTURE_SHADER extension on nVidia Geforce4 GPUs.
Figure 3.13 illustrates the texture shader setting. The trace volume is represented
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Figure 3.13: Texture shader conﬁguration.
by a RGBA 3D texture (Tex0) on the graphics hardware. With the texture coor-
dinates (s;t;r) coming from the sliced polygon, an RGBA texel is fetched from the
trace volume. It contains the trace tuple ((u;v) or (u;v;w) for 2D and 3D trace
tuple, respectivley), as well as the opacity value ® for the purpose of anti-aliasing
described in section 3.3.4. The appearance texture is set to be the second texture,
i.e., Tex1. The dependent texture shader is conﬁgured to perform GL DEPENDENT GB -
TEXTURE 2D NV or GL DEPENDENT RGB TEXTURE 3D NV shader operation which uses the
trace tuple as the texture coordinates to sample Tex1, depending on 2D or 3D trace
tuple, respectively, is used. The anti-aliasing is done by using the register combin-
ers (NV_REGISTER_COMBINER) to modulate ® from Tex0 with the opacity value from
Tex1 See ﬁgure 3.14). For those who are not familiar with it, the register combiner
functionality provided on nVidia Geforce4 GPU is a highly ﬂexible fragment color
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blending mechanism which is parallel to the traditional OpenGL texture environ-
ment (e.g. glTexEnvi(GL TEXTURE ENV, GL TEXTURE ENV MODE, GL BLEND)). More
information can be found in [5]. Figure 3.15 and ﬁgure 3.16 give the OpenGL codes
to conﬁgure the texture shader and register combiners, respectively.
In OpenGL texture mapping, the texel seldom perfectly corresponds to a single
pixel of the rasterized primitive (slice polygon in our case) because of the projection
and the transformation. In OpenGL, two ﬁltering parameters, GL TEXTURE MAG -
FILTER and GL TEXTURE MIN FILTER, are used to determine how to generate the tex-
ture color for a given pixel. The possible symbolic values for these two parameters,
GL NEAREST and GL LINEAR, can be set through the invocation of glTexParameteri.
Since our volume rendering algorithm with dependent texture lookup involves with
two texture fetches, these two parameters must be individually set for each of the cor-
responding texture unit. One may tend to use GL LINEAR for both of them because of
the “smoothing” eﬀect caused by linear interpolation. However, similar to the discus-
sion in section 3.3.4, if GL LINEAR is used in the ﬁrst texture fetch, the trace tuples will
44/*texture shader settings*/
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV);
glActiveTextureARB(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_3D,trace_volume);
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_3D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,
GL_NEAREST);
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_3D, GL_TEXTURE_MAX_FILTER,
GL_NEAREST);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_TEXTURE_3D);
glActiveTextureARB(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_3D,apperance_texture);
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_3D, GL_TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER,
GL_NEAREST);
glTexParameteri(GL_TEXTURE_3D, GL_TEXTURE_MAX_FILTER,
GL_NEAREST);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_DEPENDENT_RGB_TEXTURE_3D_NV);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_PREVIOUS_TEXTURE_INPUT_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
Figure 3.15: The texture shader settings to render the trace volume with dependent
texture look up.
be garbled so that the visualization will not be correct. This problem only occurs on
the two types of boundaries of the thick line, where the values of trace tuples are not
continuous. The ﬁrst type is the boundary between the voxels on thick lines and those
of the background (i.e. empty voxels). The second type is the boundary between the
segments on the streamline (section 3.3.3). See ﬁguer 3.17. One solution to this prob-
lem is to utilize the ar function 3.12 used in anti-aliasing described in section 3.3.4.
By slightly ﬂattening out the right edge of the fall-oﬀ portion of the function curve,
45/*register combiner settings*/
glEnable(GL_REGISTER_COMBINERS_NV);
glCombinerParameteriNV(GL_NUM_GENERAL_COMBINERS_NV,1);
glCombinerInputNV(GL_COMBINER0_NV, GL_RGB,GL_VARIABLE_A_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,GL_UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV,
GL_RGB);
glCombinerInputNV(GL_COMBINER0_NV,GL_RGB,GL_VARIABLE_B_NV,
GL_ZERO,GL_UNSIGNED_INVERT_NV,GL_RGB);
glCombinerInputNV(GL_COMBINER0_NV,GL_ALPHA,GL_VARIABLE_A_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB, GL_UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV,
GL_ALPHA);
glCombinerInputNV(GL_COMBINER0_NV,GL_ALPHA,GL_VARIABLE_B_NV,
GL_ZERO, GL_UNSIGNED_INVERT_NV, GL_ALPHA);
/*final combiner*/
glFinalCombinerInputNV(GL_VARIABLE_A_NV,GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,
GL_UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV,GL_RGB);
glFinalCombinerInputNV(GL_VARIABLE_B_NV,GL_ZERO,
GL_UNSIGNED_INVERT_NV,GL_RGB);
glFinalCombinerInputNV(GL_VARIABLE_C_NV,GL_ZERO,
GL_UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV,GL_RGB);
glFinalCombinerInputNV(GL_VARIABLE_D_NV,GL_ZERO,
GL_UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV,GL_RGB);
Figure 3.16: The register combiner settings to perform anti-aliasing when shading the
trace volume.
one can mask out the incorrect interpolation on the boundary voxels by assigning
zero as their opacity values. As for the boundary between streamline segment, one
can use [0;1] and [1;0] patterns alternatively for the streamline parametrization to
avoid the discontinuity in trace tuple values, and design the the apperance texture
46in a way that it is symmetric on the Z direction in the texture space. Another much
easier solution is to use GL NEAREST in the ﬁrst texture fetch. Although one may
speculate this may yield lower image quality, we can hardly observed diﬀerences in
our experiments. This is mainly contributed by the thick line anti-aliasing described
in section 3.3.4. We always use GL LINEAR for the second texture fetch to access the
appearance texture.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.17: Rendering streamlines using diﬀerent OpenGL texture ﬁltering modes.
(a) shows a three-voxel wide streamline in the trace volume using GL NEAREST for
the ﬁrst texture fetch. (b) the same streamline using GL LINEAR to access the trace
volume. (c) close up of (b). Notice the high frequency artifacts near the edge of the
streamline. (d) the color strip appearance texture used in this example.
3.3.6 Appearance textures
Our technique allows the user to experiment with diﬀerent visual mappings at run
time when exploring the underlying vector ﬁeld. To demonstrate the ﬂexibility of our
algorithm, we have created several appearance textures. Each of them provides a dif-
ferent look and feel. Figure 3.18(a) shows a LIC-like visualization using a 963 tornado
47dataset. The appearance texture was generated using a 2D LIC texture precomputed
from a straight ﬂow, which can be computed very eﬃciently. We also generated a
visualization using a texture that simulates streamtubes with illumination and sat-
urated colors, as shown in ﬁgure 3.18(b). When using opaque surface-like textures,
a better depth cue can be provided. Figure 3.18(c) presents a visualization with an
input appearance texture simulating the line bundle technique [11]. Similar to the
LIC texture, the short strokes in the line bundle texture are generated using a straight
ﬂow. The tails of the strokes are made more transparent than the heads to emphasize
the ﬂow direction. When local glyphs are desired, the user can input a simple vox-
elized glyphs, such as the cone-shaped one used in ﬁgure 3.18(d). Arbitrarily-shaped
glyphs can be easily created by voxelizing surface models using the method proposed
by Fang and Liao [18]. Figure 3.19 shows more examples generated with divergent
apperance textures. All the visualization were created from the same trace volume,
which only needs to be created once.
3.4 Animation
Animating the the vector ﬁeld can provide a better perception of the ﬂow direction.
With the ﬂow structure anatomy depicted in the trace volume, one can easily create
animations by looping through a series of appearance textures, which are generated
by continuously shifting the appearance texture along the ﬂow direction in the local
texture space. Alternatively, an additional stage in the texture shader program can
be introduced to translate the texture coordinates, represented by the trace tuples,
along the streamline direction at run time when rendering the trace volume with the
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Figure 3.18: Visualizations of the tornado dataset with diﬀerent appearance textures.
the wrapping mode on the ﬂow direction of the appearance texture set as GL REPEAT.
The advantage of this approach is the storage and performance penalty resulted from
the loading and switching multiple appearance textures are avoided. When the 2D
trace tuple (u;v) is used, this translation can be achieved by multiplying (u;v;1) with
the following 2 £ 3 matrix M:
49Figure 3.19: More examples of appearance textures.
M =
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯
1 0 0
0 1 ±
¯
¯ ¯
¯
¯ (3.4)
where ± is the translation amount along the streamline direction and is incremented at
each animation step. The translated trace tuple (u;v +±) is then used as the texture
coordinates to sample the appearance texture. This is implemented by assigning the
50trace tuple (u;v) for each vertex of the streamline as color (u;v;1), and perform the
matrix multiplication by the GL DOT PRODUCT NV and GL DOT PRODUCT TEXTURE 2D -
NV texture shader operation. The GL DOT PRODUCT NVshader operation supports only
3-vectors, therefore, only 2D trace tuples and 2D appearance textures can be used.
Figure 3.20 and ﬁgure 3.21 show the OpenGL codes to conﬁgure the texture shader
and to adjust the delta value at each animation step, respectively. For the sake of
simplicity, the object-aligned slicing scheme is used in volume rendering and only one
slicing case is shown in ﬁgure 3.21.
3.5 Depth cues
Additional depth cues can be used to enhance the perception of the spatial rela-
tionship between ﬂow traces. In our rendering framework, we can incorporate various
depth cuing eﬀects, such as lighting, silhouette, and tone shading. To achieve this, we
need to supplement the trace volume with a normal vector for each voxel. Although
normal vectors are typically associated with surfaces and not uniquely deﬁned for line
primitives, the normal vector n
j
i = (nx;ny;nz) for jth vertex m
j
i on strip i of the thick
line described in section 3.3.4 can be deﬁned as m
j
i ¡ vj, where vj is the center of
the extruding mask. When the light vector L is ﬁxed, one can also deﬁne the normal
vector as the one lying on the L ¡ T plane, where T is the tangential vector. This is
the technique used by the illuminated streamline algorithm [52].
Like trace tuples, normal vectors can be assigned to vertices along the thick lines
as colors and then scan-converted into the discretized form during voxielization. Since
51/*texture shader setting*/
glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV);
glActiveTextureARB(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_3D,trace_volume);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV,GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_TEXTURE_3D);
glActiveTextureARB( GL_TEXTURE1_ARB );
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV, GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_DOT_PRODUCT_NV);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV, GL_PREVIOUS_TEXTURE_INPUT_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glActiveTextureARB( GL_TEXTURE2_ARB );
glBindTExture(GL_TEXTURE_2D, appearance_texure);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV, GL_SHADER_OPERATION_NV,
GL_DOT_PRODUCT_TEXTURE_2D_NV);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_SHADER_NV, GL_PREVIOUS_TEXTURE_INPUT_NV,
GL_TEXTURE0_ARB);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_R, GL_CLAMP_TO_EDGE);
glTexEnvi(GL_TEXTURE_2D, GL_TEXTURE_WRAP_S, GL_REPEAT);
Figure 3.20: OpenGL codes to conﬁgure the texture shader for ﬂow animation.
a normal vector is a 3-tuple and the number of color channels is not suﬃcient to rep-
resent both the trace tuple and the normal vector simultaneously, we employ another
voxelization pass to process the streamlines with normal vectors as the vertex colors.
Because each component of a normalized normal vector n
j
i is in the range of [¡1;1],
they are shifted and scaled into the [0;1] range in order to be stored into the ﬁx-point
color channels.
52/*animation loop*/
float delta = 0;
for(inti=0;i<n_animation_steps;i++){
delta += float(i)/n_animation_steps;
for(int j=0;j<n_slices;j++){
glBegin(GL_QUADS);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,0,0,1.0/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB,1,0,0);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE2_ARB,0,1,delta);
glVertex3f(-10,-10,-10+j*20/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,1,0,1.0/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB,1,0,0);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE2_ARB,0,1,delta);
glVertex3f(10,-10,-10+j*20/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,1,1,1.0/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB,1,0,0);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE2_ARB,0,1,delta);
glVertex3f(10,10,-10+j*20/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE0_ARB,0,1,1.0/n_slices);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE1_ARB,1,0,0);
glMultiTexCoord3f(GL_TEXTURE2_ARB,0,1,delta);
glVertex3f(-10,10,-10+j*20/n_slices);
glEnd();
}
}
Figure 3.21: OpenGL codes to shift trace tuples along the streamline direction
The normal volume is speciﬁed to the second texture unit (Tex2; see ﬁgure 3.22).
The same trace tuple fetched from Tex0 to look up Tex1 is also used as the texture
coordinates to sample the normal volume. The fetched normal vector is then fed to
the register combiner stages on nVidia GeForce4 GPU to perform various depth cuing
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Figure 3.22: The texture shader conﬁguration for the trace volume, the appearance
texture, the normal volume, and the opacify transfer function for volume culling.
operations in a single rendering pass. Next, we provide more details about creating
various depth cuing eﬀects, including lighting, silhouette, and tone shading.
3.5.1 Lighting
The lighting equation for each voxel in the trace volume is deﬁned as:
C = Cdecal £ kdiff £ (N ¢ L) + Cspec £ (N ¢ H)
ks) (3.5)
where N, L, H are the normal vector, light vector, and halfway vector, respectively.
Cdecal and Cspec are the colors fetched from the appearance texture, and the color of
the specular light. kdiff is a constant to control the intensity of the diﬀuse light. The
intensity of the specular light is controlled by the magnitude of Cspec, and ks is the
shininess factor of the specular reﬂection. Figure 3.23 shows the conﬁgurations of the
register combiner stages. Since the normal vector is scaled and shifted in the normal
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Figure 3.23: The register combiner conﬁguration to calculate lighting.
volume as discussed above, we use the EXPAND_NORMAL_NV input mapping function
of the register combiner (shown as E.N. boxes in Figure 3.23) to map it back to the
original [-1,1] range before proceeding the dot-product operation. The input mapping
UNSIGNED_IDENTITY_NV (shown as U.I. boxes in Figure 3.23) clamps any negative
dot product result to zero.
553.5.2 Silhouette
The spatial relationship between streamlines in the trace volume can be enhanced
by using silhouettes to emphasize the depth discontinuity between distinct stream-
lines. We use the following formula to depict the silhouette of thick lines:
C = Cdecal £ (N ¢ E)
p + Cs £ (1 ¡ (N ¢ E)
p) (3.6)
where E is the eye vector and Cs is the silhouette color. Constant p is to control the
thickness of the silhouette. The larger the p, the thicker the silhouette.
3.5.3 Tone shading
Unlike lighting, which only modulates the pixel intensity, tone shading varies the
color of the pixels to depict the spatial structure of the scene. Objects facing toward
the light source are colored with warmer tones, while the opposite are in cooler tones.
Inspired by the works of Ebert and Rheingans [16], and Lum and Ma [33], we achieve
the volumetric tone shading eﬀect with the following formula:
C = Cw £ Cdecal £ (N ¢ L) + Cc £ (1 ¡ (N ¢ L)) (3.7)
where Cw is the warmer color such as red or yellow and Cc is the cooler color such as
blue or purple.
Figure 3.24 shows the eﬀect of applying diﬀerent depth cues. Figure 3.24 shows
the rendering supplemented by lighting and tone shading. The example of silhouette-
enhanced rendering is given in Figure 3.25(a).
56Figure 3.24: Depth cuing eﬀects. Left: lighting. Right: tone shading.
3.6 Interactive Volume Culling
Clipping planes and opacity transfer functions can be used to remove unimportant
regions from the trace volume. In our algorithm, since the trace volume is rendered
using textured slicing polygons, we can utilize OpenGL’s additional clipping planes
to remove polygon slices outside the region of interest. See ﬁgure 3.25(a). OpenGL
dictates that the implementation must support at least 6 additional clipping planes
other than the near and far planes used in projection [42]. Each plane is enabled by
glEnable(GL CLIP PLANEi), where i is from 0 to the maximum number of additional
clipping plane supported. The equation of each plane, that is, AX+BY +CZ+D = 0,
is deﬁned by the invocation of glClipPlane with appropriate parameters.
We can also employ the transfer function T based on the velocity magnitude of
the vector ﬁeld to modulate the opacity of the trace volume to reveal the region of
interest(ROI). This is proposed by Rezk-Salama et al [40]. The ﬁnal opacity value
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Figure 3.25: Trace volume clipping. (a) using OpenGL additional clipping planes.
(b) the opacity transfer function.
of the voxel becomes ® £ T(vmag), where ® is the opacity value of a voxel described
in section 3.3.4, and vmag is the velocity magnitude at that voxel normalized by the
maximum velocity magnitude in the vector ﬁeld. The simple transfer function T we
use is shown in Figure 3.25(b), where tl and th are the thresholds to deﬁne the range
of the velocity magnitudes that are of interest to the user.
We implement the transfer function lookup and opacity modulation using the
texture shader and register combiners. Recall that Tex2 in Figure 3.22 is an RGB 3D
texture which stores the normal vectors used in various depth cuing techniques. We
store the normalized velocity magnitude vmag in the alpha channel of Tex2 and assign
the transfer function T to the third texture unit Tex3. Although T is essentially a 1D
function hence can be realized by 1D dependent texture lookup, we construct Tex3 as
58a 2D texture with identical rows because currently Geforce4 GPU only supports 2/3D
dependent texture lookup. The shading operation in stage3 is then conﬁgured as GL -
DEPENDENT AR TEXTURE 2D NV, which uses the the alpha and red components of the
texel fetched from Tex2 as the texture coordinates to lookup the transfer function
bound as Tex3. In the register combiners, we modulate the opacity described in
section 3.3.4 with the value fetched from Tex3. The user can interactively modify the
opacity transfer function and render the trace volume in real time.
59CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a versatile texture-based algorithm for visualizing three di-
mensional vector ﬁelds. By decoupling the ﬂow anatomy extraction and the texture
synthesis stages in the visualization pipeline, we allow the user to visualize three di-
mensional vector ﬁelds with various visual cue enhancements. In the ﬁrst stage, the
ﬂow anatomy is ﬁrst extracted by advecting streamlines and assigning trace tuples to
the streamline vertices. The trace tuples, consisting of the streamline identiﬁer and
the streamline parametrization, are then encoded in a space discretization, that is,
the trace volume, by voxelizing the streamlines. In the next texture synthesis stage,
the trace tuple and other accompany attributes (such as velocity magnitude or other
physical characteristics) are used to determine the appearance of the visualization.
This is achieved at run time with the per-fragment shading capabilities on the mod-
ern programmable GPU. Speciﬁcally, the trace tuple in each voxel is used as texture
texture coordinates for indexing the appearance texture, and other attributes such
as normal vectors and velocity magnitude are used to calculate the visual cues and
opacity modulation, respectively. Hence, our algorithm can deliver a myriad of visu-
alization appearances without re-processing the vector ﬁeld at interactive frame rates.
60We have implemented this algorithm on a standard Windows XP PC using OpenGL
(with nVidia extensions) for rendering and MFC (Microsoft Foundation Class [3]) for
creating the user interface. The machine is equipped with a single Pentium4 2.0GHz
processor with 768 MB RAM and nVidia Geforce4 Ti4600 GPU (128MB video RAM).
This algorithm has been applied to three datasets: tornado, helix, and shuttle. Var-
ious pictures of the tornado dataset visualization have already been provided in the
previous chapter. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 provides examples of the visualization on the
helix and the shuttle dataset, respectively. The tornado and helix datasets are syn-
thesized in Cartesian grids. The shuttle dataset is represented as a curvilinear grid in
Plot3D format. For the previous two, the streamline advection, thick line construc-
tion, and the trace tuple assignment are all processed in the same program. For the
shuttle dataset, however, we ﬁrst advect streamline on a SGI Origin using FEL(Field
Encapsulation Library [2]) in an oﬀ-line manner, then use these streamlines to con-
struct thick lines, assign trace tuples, then perform voxelization on PC.
Figure 4.1: Visualization of the helix dataset with diﬀerent appearances.
61Figure 4.2: Visualization of the shuttle dataset with diﬀerent appearances.
The performance of our algorithm is aﬀected by three factors: streamline con-
struction, voxelization, and trace volume rendering. The time needs to construct
streamlines is roughly linear to the number of streamlines. It is also inﬂuenced by
the resolution of the trace volume, since the resolution dictates the ﬁxed-step size
used in the advection in order to keep streamlines far enough from each other (see
section 3.3.1 for further explanations). Figure 4.3 shows the performance matrices
of streamline construction gathered in our experiments. Note that for the shuttle
dataset, we include both the advection time on SGI machine and thick line construc-
tion time on PC.
Figure 4.4(a) provides the performance numbers of streamline voxelization. Es-
sentially a series of 2D scan conversions, the time needed by voxelization is dependent
on the resolution of the trace volume and the number of the geometric primitives.
In section 3.3.2, we mentioned that there is a two-way traﬃc on the CPU-GPU bus
in our hardware-assisted voxelization algorithm, that is, the geometry transmission
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Figure 4.3: Stream construction performances. Left: tornado dataset. Right: shuttle
dataset. Note it includes both the running time on SGI and PC.
from the host CPU to GPU, and the frame buﬀer read back from the GPU to CPU.
We totally eliminate the latter by utilizing glTexSubImage3D to construct the trace
volume entirely in the frame buﬀer, and employ OpenGL display lists to alleviate
the former. Ideally, we shall send all streamlines to the graphics hardware only once,
and then keep invoking the display lists constructed from these lines while sweeping
the clipping volume. However, we ﬁnd this naive approach is even slower than keep
re-sending all streamlines in each step of the sweeping. This is because the hard-
ware resources (mainly video memory) of the graphics hardware is limited, and either
storing or invoking display lists introduce overheads which may cause “threshing” be-
tween frame buﬀer and the host memory because of the large amount of streamlines
necessary for satisfactory results. To take advantage of the spatial locality of the clip-
ping volume sweeping, we put streamline segments into bins according to their span
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Figure 4.4: Voxelization performances. (a) shows how the voxelization performance
is aﬀected by the number of line strips and the resolution of the trace volume. The
number of “bins” is ﬁxed at 40. (b) The relation of the number of bins and voxelization
performance. (12250 line strips, 2563 trace volume)
in the Z direction to construct display lists so that these geometry data is sent to
the GPU only once while the clipping volume are still within the span of a particular
bin. Figure 4.4(b) shows the relationship between the bin number and voxelization
performance. If only a single bin is used, this is equivalent to the naive approach we
just discussed. If the number of bins is equivalent to the Z resolution of the trace
volume, no spatial locality is exploited since each set of geometry data is transmitted
and used only once. The curve shown in table 4.4 reveals that, when the number
of bins increases, the voxelization performance improves accordingly because of the
better use of locality. However, the speed lowers again on the right side of the curve
because of the increasing re-transmissions. This is similar to the set associate issue
in the CPU cache design [24].
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Figure 4.5: Rendering performances.
We render the trace volume by texture hardware volume rendering; that is, the
trace volume is represented as a 3D color volume on the graphics hardware, and a
stack of polygon slices are textured with their correspondent slices and blended from
back to front respect to the viewing direction. Hence, the rendering performance is
only dependent on the resolution of the trace volume and the size of view port, as
shown in ﬁgure 4.5. However, since the appearance of the visualization is synthesized
at run time with the texture shader and register combiner functionalities on nVidia
Geforce4 GPU, the rendering performance can also be inﬂuenced by the complexity
of the fragment shading procedure. However, we ﬁnd this issue is negligible in our ex-
periments. This is because the hardware ﬁll rate, mainly dictated by the frame buﬀer
speed, is truly the bottleneck of texture hardware volume rendering and dominates
the entire rendering time.
65Many extensions can be easily incorporated into this visualization framework. One
possibility is interactive probing. We can allow the user interactively add streamlines
into the existing trace volume without re-voxelizing all other existing streamlines.
This can be done by using the slices of the current trace volume as the background
while voxelizing newly added streamlines. With properly designed streamline iden-
tiﬁer hash functions (e.g. based on some physical characteristics of the vector ﬁeld),
we can also include an interactive painting tool for the user to modify the appearance
textures on the ﬂy. This could be a great help to comprehend an unknown vector ﬁeld.
We already have three future directions in mind to extend this research. They
are advanced volume rendering, unsteady ﬂow, and level of detail. Currently, due to
various hardware constraints the “deferred shading” to determine the visualization
appearance is implemented in a relatively simplistic manner. Speciﬁcally, all arith-
metic operations (register combiners) must follow texture fetches (texture shaders),
and many information automatically calculated by the graphics hardware, such as
the raster position, texture coordinates, fog, etc. are not available for fragment shad-
ing in either the texture shader or register combiners on Geforce4 GPU. These two
factors greatly limit the options to render the trace volume, such as performing light-
ing on the appearance texture instead of on the trace volume, which is necessary to
produce correct lighting on glyphs in the appearance texture. With the increasing
programmability provided by the upcoming graphics hardware, many other visual im-
provements, such as view-dependent halo, can be incorporated into this framework.
Additionally, as the ﬂoating point texture being supported, we can store trace tuples
as well as other physical quantities of the vector ﬁeld in each voxel of the trace volume,
66so that the appearance of the trace volume can be procedurally generated on the ﬂy
by sophisticated fragment programs. With the ﬂoating point color/alpha values and
intricate fragment programs, we can expect visualizations with much higher image
quality rendered at interactive frame rates.
The ﬂoating point textures can also be used to handle unsteady ﬂows. Currently
our algorithm can deal with only steady ﬂows since multiple pathlines or diﬀerent
segments of a pathline can pass through a single voxel. With the increasing repre-
sentable values in ﬂoating point textures and pack/unpack instructions provided on
the next generation graphics hardware, we can easily store multiple trace tuples in
each voxel of the trace volume and use only the corresponding one to generate the
visualization for a given time step.
In our current algorithm, the detail of the visualization is greatly constrained by
the resolution of the trace volume. This is because our algorithm shades voxels of
the trace volume, yet each voxel can occupy a large number of pixels on the image
plane. In the 2D analogy of [6], the shading unit is a 2D patch, yet the level of details
is achieved by using the interpolated texture coordinates on every pixels. In our
algorithm, the interpolated texture coordinate from the polygon slice is used to fetch
the trace tuple. Even GL LINEAR is used, the interpolated trace tuple for a pixel under
the image plane projection of a certain voxel won’t conform the ﬂow direction in that
voxel. With the sophisticated fragment shading, we believe the level of detail can be
achieved by using the trace tuple, ﬂow direction, and raster position to procedurally
shade every pixel covered by the footprint of the trace volume.
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